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Characteristic Periodic Motion of Polymers in Shear Flow
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The motion of both free and tethered polymer molecules as well as rigid Brownian rods in unbound
shear flow is found to be characterized by a clear periodicity or tumbling frequency. Periodicity is shown
using a combination of single molecule DNA experiments and computer simulations. In all cases, we
develop scaling laws for this behavior and demonstrate that the frequency of characteristic periodic
motion scales sublinearly with flow rate.
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Polymer molecules may stretch and orient when sub-
jected to hydrodynamic forces in fluid flow. The conforma-
tional response of a polymer molecule is highly dependent
on flow type [1,2]. Simple shear flow consists of equal
amounts of extension and rotation [3], yielding a planar
flow in which the fluid velocity in the flow direction (vx) is
a linear function of distance (y) from the flow axis along
the shear gradient axis, such that vx � _�y, where _� is the
(constant) shear rate. The unique combination of equal
degrees of fluid line stretching/compression and fluid ro-
tation gives rise to intriguing polymer dynamics.

Traditional experimental techniques such as light scat-
tering [4,5] have been used to infer the orientation of
polymers in shear flow and the associated distortions of
polymer coils from equilibrium. Fluorescence microscopy
allows for direct observation of single DNA molecules and
has revealed that individual polymers never reach a steady
state extension in shear flow [6]. Polymers continually
undergo end-over-end tumbling motion as reflected in
large fluctuations in chain extension [6,7].

Recently, a novel shear flow device has been used for
single molecule experiments of DNA in the flow-gradient
plane of simple shear flow [7,8]. This device allows for
direct observation of the tumbling dynamics of polymers in
flow [7,9]. Here, we show for the first time unambiguous
evidence of periodicity in tumbling supported by polymer
microstructural experimental data obtained using the flow-
gradient device, complemented by results from Brownian
dynamics (BD) simulations of DNA. A sequence of images
illustrating the time progression of polymer motion for
80 �m DNA [10] in the flow-gradient plane of shear
flow is shown in Fig. 1(a) at Wi � 109, where the
Weissenberg number (Wi � _��) is a dimensionless shear
rate defined as the ratio of the longest polymer relaxation
time � to the characteristic fluid time scale _��1. Viewing
the motion of fluorescent DNA in the flow-gradient plane
of shear flow allows for measurement of polymer extension
x, gradient-direction polymer thickness �2 (a microscopic
quantity directly related to bulk shear viscosity [7,9,12]),
and polymer orientation angle � in shear flow. In this
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context, � is measured such that polymer alignment in
the flow direction is defined as � � 0 [13].

Sample time traces of simultaneous experimental mea-
surements of polymer extension, �2, and � are shown in
Fig. 1(b). Transient fractional polymer extension x=L,
where L is the polymer contour length, exhibits large
fluctuations. At Wi � 12, x=L ranges between small val-
ues (� 0:1L) and � 1

2 L. Although a single polymer’s ex-
tension may be wildly fluctuating, the same polymer chain
may simultaneously be aligned near the flow axis such that
0 < � < , where  is small. A thermal fluctuation may
cause � to become negative, often signifying the onset of a
polymer tumbling event.

We propose the following general descriptive cycle for
the motion of polymers in strong shear flow such that Wi >
1 [Fig. 1(c)] based on flow-gradient plane observations of
the dynamical behavior of many DNA molecules. The
cycle begins in the upper left portion of Fig. 1(c) where
polymer orientation angle is positive (�1 � 0). At this
stage, �2 is generally larger than equilibrium values which
implies a substantial velocity gradient across the mole-
cules, leading to polymer stretch. After the stretch phase,
the orientation angle is small but positive (�2 > 0). A
polymer may now align in the flow direction such that
�3 � 0, leading to small differences in fluid velocity across
the molecule and hence small hydrodynamic forces exerted
on the chain. A Brownian fluctuation causes the polymer
orientation angle to become negative (�4 < 0) and leads to
polymer collapse and highly negative values of � (�5 �
0). Finally, the polymer tumbles, � changes sign from
negative to positive, and the cycle begins anew.

A polymer may choose other dynamical paths than those
described above. For example, in the second stage of the
cycle when the molecule is stretched [Fig. 1(c)], a polymer
may thermally fluctuate to a slightly larger angle, resulting
in a restretching event. Conversely, a polymer may slightly
recoil to smaller extensions when the orientation angle is
small (�3 � 0). Both of these types of polymer motion
were observed in experiment [7]. As shown in the trajec-
tories of x=L and � [Fig. 1(b)], polymer extension may
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FIG. 2. Periodic dynamical behavior of polymers in steady
shear flow. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of polymer orien-
tation angle for DNA in steady shear flow for experiment and
simulation at Wi � 49. PSDs and frequencies are made dimen-
sionless with polymer relaxation times, �. (b) Scaling of peak
frequencies (�peak) from PSDs of � from experiment (�) and
simulation (�). Tumbling frequencies (�tumb) from experimental
observations of 22 �m (5) and 84 �m (�) DNA motion agree
well with PSD peaks. Also shown is frequency of negative to
positive � transitions reaching �average as a function of Wi (�).

FIG. 1 (color online). Dynamics of DNA in steady, unbound shear flow. (a) Time sequence of images of fluorescent DNA (L �
80 �m) at Wi � 109 in shear flow clearly illustrating end-over-end tumbling motion. Time between images is � 10 s. (b) Trajectories
of fractional polymer extension x=L, gradient-direction polymer thickness �2, and polymer orientation angle � for lambda DNA at
Wi � 12. Accumulated fluid strain (�) is defined as observation time tobs nondimensionalized with shear rate (� � tobs _�).
(c) Descriptive cycle of periodic polymer motion in shear flow.
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exhibit large fluctuations between tumbling events, during
which time � is nearly constant at positive values.
Therefore, polymer extension may undergo a variety of
stretching and coiling events that may have a broad distri-
bution of time scales. In general, end-over-end polymer
tumbling events are not correlated with specific behavior in
polymer extension, x. However, polymer tumbling motion
is directly demonstrated in time traces of �.

Evidence of periodic polymer motion, if present, should
appear in the power spectral density (PSD) [14,15] of time-
fluctuating polymer conformational properties. We exam-
ined PSDs of polymer extension and orientation angle �
using results from experiments and computer simulations
of polymers using BD techniques [9]. As noted by previous
research [1,6], PSDs of polymer extension in steady shear
flow exhibit no peaks, suggesting that no deterministic
cycle is associated with polymer motion as characterized
by molecular extension in the flow direction. However, the
lack of apparent periodicity in polymer extension does not
preclude a cyclical mechanism of polymer motion based
on the interplay between advection of the polymer in the
flow direction and diffusion of the polymer chain in the
gradient direction.

Polymer rotation in shear flow has been previously
studied. Aust et al. [16] observed that autocorrelations of
R2

g, the mean squared radius of gyration, appeared to be
weakly periodic in time for Wi � 1 in polymer simula-
tions. Liu and co-workers [17], using BD simulations of
bead-rod polymer chains, noted that the position of indi-
vidual beads along the flow axis relative to the chain center
of mass appeared to oscillate in time.

PSDs of polymer orientation angle � are plotted in
Fig. 2(a) for single molecule DNA experiments and for
results from BD simulations of free draining (FD) poly-
mers and molecules with intramolecular hydrodynamic
interactions (HI) and excluded volume (EV) interactions
01830
[9] at Wi � 49. PSD results from experiment and simula-
tion show a peak at low frequencies. Power at low frequen-
cies is associated with polymer motion driven by
convection occurring on time scales longer than diffusive
motion associated with thermal fluctuations.

We investigated the scaling of PSD peak frequencies
(�peak) as a function of Wi [Fig. 2(b)]. Experiments on
80 �m DNA showed �peak� �Wi0:66 for 29 � Wi � 584.
As determined from BD simulations of DNA, �peak� �
Wi0:62 for 2 � Wi � 104. Frequencies of polymer tum-
bling events (�tumb) observed from single molecule DNA
experiments are also shown in Fig. 2(b). Polymer tumbling
events were classified by a visual observation of clear, end-
over-end polymer motion with a corresponding negative to
positive transition in �. The frequency of angle events in
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which � transitions from a negative to a positive value,
reaching (at least) the average value of � at each Wi, is also
shown in Fig. 2(b). Good agreement between dimension-
less frequencies in tumbling events from both experiment
and simulation is shown, demonstrating that peaks in the
PSDs of � occur at frequencies corresponding to inherent
frequencies in the tumbling cycle of DNA in shear flow.

To understand the origin of the observed scaling fre-
quency �peak� �Wi0:62 for polymers in shear flow, char-
acteristic time scales for polymer motion [7] are
constructed within the context of dynamical polymer be-
havior illustrated in Fig. 1(c). We ascribe time scales for
polymer motion in the stretch, align, flip, and collapse
phases of polymer dynamics such that:

�tumb� /
�

tstretch � talign � tflip � tcollapse
: (1)

Polymer stretching, alignment, and collapse are advection-
driven processes, and it has been shown in previous work
[7] that tstretch, talign, and tcollapse scale with flow strength as
hxi

Wih�2i
. From BD simulations, hxi

h�2i
�Wi0:34 giving tstretch /

talign / tcollapse / Wi�0:66. The flipping stage is a diffusive
process such that tflip / h�2i

2

D��2�
where D��2� is the gradient-

direction diffusivity of a portion of the polymer chain.
Doyle et al. [18] found D��2� � ��2=3

2 from BD simula-
tions of polymers, yielding tflip / h�2i

8=3 / Wi�0:67.
Although this analysis ignores polymer restretching and
recoiling events, good agreement for the scaling of the
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FIG. 3. Power spectral densities of orientation angle � for free
DNA in unbounded shear (�), tethered DNA in shear flow (4),
and infinite aspect ratio Brownian rods (�) in steady shear flow.
(Inset) Scaling of peak frequencies from PSDs of � for tethered
polymers and Brownian rods in shear flow.
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tumbling frequency with flow strength is demonstrated
[19].

We also investigated the dynamical behavior of two
additional Brownian systems: tethered polymers in simple
shear flow and Brownian rods in unbounded shear flow.
The PSDs of orientation angle � for these systems and for
free DNA in shear flow are plotted in Fig. 3 based on
results from BD simulations. Clearly, the PSD of � for
each Brownian system shows a prominent peak in the low
frequency range. The behavior of tethered polymers in
shear flow has been investigated in previous studies
[20,21]. In these works, PSDs of polymer extension exhibit
no peaks, suggesting that cycling times (as reflected in
polymer extension) are broadly distributed.

The inset of Fig. 3 shows the scaling of the peak fre-
quency in the PSD of orientation angle � for tethered DNA
and rigid Brownian rods of infinite aspect ratio in shear
flow. In the case of tethered polymers, peaks in the PSD of
� appear for the approximate range 1 � Wi � 10. The
dynamical behavior of tethered polymers in shear flow is
qualitatively different than for free polymers in unbounded
shear: simply put, a tether point at an interface disallows
end-over-end tumbling events. Rather than tumbling, ‘‘cy-
clic dynamics’’ occurs when the polymer stretches, rotates
toward the interface, retracts, and stretches again [20,21].
The time scale associated with the thickening in �2 is a
diffusive process such that tthick / h�2i

2

D��2�
. From BD simula-

tions, we found that h�2i �Wi�0:16, hxi �Wi0:64, and
hx0i �Wi0:40 over the range 1 � Wi � 10, where a prime
denotes fluctuations of a quantity about its mean value.
With these quantities, tthick � h�2i

8=3 �Wi�0:43. During
the stretch step, the distance a chain may extend equals
(on average) the size of chain extension fluctuations.
Therefore, the time scale for stretch (tstretch) is tstretch /
hx0i

Wih�2i
, giving tstretch �Wi�0:44. For tethered DNA, scaling

of peak frequencies from PSDs of � follows the power law
��peak�� �Wi0:48, compared with ��cycle�� �Wi0:44 from
scaling arguments.

Rigid, non-Brownian rods with finite aspect ratios
undergo regular tumbling motion in shear flow described
by Jeffery’s orbits with a well-defined period Trod � 2�

_� �

�A � 1
A�, where A is the rod aspect ratio [22,23]. The

motion of Brownian rods in shear flow is not deterministic
and a nonlinear scaling of the frequency of rotational
motion with flow rate is observed. Scaling analysis for
rigid Brownian rods reveals that the tumbling frequency
follows the law �rod / Wi2=3, which agrees well with
simulation results (Fig. 3, inset).

In this work, we provide experimental and theoretical
evidence for the periodic motion of polymer orientation
angle � for three distinct Brownian systems in simple shear
flow. In all cases, the frequency associated with character-
istic periodic motion scales sublinearly with flow rate due
to the balance between chain advection in the flow direc-
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tion and polymer diffusion in the gradient direction, which
ultimately determines the size of �2. Because of the inter-
play between polymer advection and diffusion, the relative
velocity across the molecule does not scale linearly with
flow rate for the dominant portion of the cycle.

The observations in this Letter were made possible by
observations of single molecules. Whereas ensemble-
averaged measurements such as light or neutron scattering
would average out the asynchronous tumbling of a large
number of particles, observations of single molecules al-
low for direct characterization of the microstructural con-
formational flow behavior of polymers.
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